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AIM OF COLLOQUIUM: Abstract 
 

The 2019 colloquium theme, “Economy in Transition”, addresses a precarious, unprecedented, 
predicament for deployment of vocational and professional wage workers in a 21st century 
transformative industrial economy. What characterizes purposeful and gainful human work in 
a state-of-the-art autonomous working economy and society? How to apply autonomous 
industrial productive resources fully and beneficially while redirecting human distinctly 
personal development toward enriching the civil and social functions of society? What policy 
measures prepare individuals for new era work practices?  
 

In 2017 an ad hoc group of 25 civic advocates completed 2 years of deliberation on prospects 
for individuals and civil society from transition into a new era of autonomous productive 
resources. A RESOLUTION—“Economy in Transition: Are We Prepared”—was drafted and 
further deliberated during a Symposium in fall of 2017? Itemized are complex, worrisome, 
economic, social, ethical, and legal obstacles for ready integration of autonomous presence 
in human affairs of civil society. The 2019 colloquium theme “How to Proceed?” will examine 
further for public insight private and public sector pragmatic policies on jobs, wage-work, 
employment, as the human work requirement assumes a new character.  
 

Assessment on the status of future of jobs, wage-labor, and employment engenders contrary 
perceptions. The course for industrial employment at impasse, there remains stalled a 
rationale for relevant, novel, policy pathways toward efficacious future work in a re-ordered 
industrial economy and civil society.  
 

All long-term policy choices must be made in the face of an uncertain future. The most 
credible economic and social policy for the future is one that reflects not only the legacy 
lessons of history, but also a willingness to reconsider axiomatic precepts. The deliberation 
will attempt to reconcile a contentious polemic on the breadth of the impact from workforce 
transition and the nature of auspicious political responses. Sought is a spectrum of consensus 
for the course of jobs, wage-labor, and employment during beneficial exploitation of an 
autonomous productive economy. To be considered is a formative medium for preserving and 
meriting multi-talented human resources for a new era of human-based activity in vital civil 
society. What are relevant public policy responses to:  
• How to arrange affordable and efficient ‘capture’ of workforce resources as their past 

industry utilization gives way to a transformative century of autonomous productive 
activity?  

• Toward what purpose should human striving be directed as it adapts to yet another historic 
economic model for advancing the individual’s welfare?  

• What vision, principles, measures, and norms/rules should guide future human 
development and prospects for self-directed fulfilment on the European continent? 

• What are practical, winnable, entry points for a transforming work culture? 
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The moment finds European society amidst a difficult, mystifying, tense transition. It is not 
merely a transition to a new level of industrial complexity, but the start of a new movement 
in the organization of human activity in civil society.  

World Economic Forum proclaimed the fourth industrial revolution and scifi-wise 

warned automation could steal the heart and soul of humanity. 

Lagging perception of, and apt response to, interacting waves of change, economic and social 
policy for future western society resorts to adapting legacy economic concepts and industrial 
policies1.  
 

Consequential economic reforms should premise that in much of Europe and western civil 
society 20st century practices for organizing markets, industry, employment, and creating 
capital wealth achieved its expectations. Prospects have been transformed from life amidst 
lifelong toil and meager scarcity, to life amidst comfort and ample surplus (notwithstanding the 
2008 recession).  
 

In a co-mingled autonomous and human 21st century civilization there is occasioned a further, 
radical, flux in resources for productive processes and human destined activities. On what ethos 
shall the state, in an era of productive autonomous operatives, rationalize for (impose on) its 
subjects the imperative of a job economy (even so delaying pension periods)? Deterring for 
individuals the prospect (privilege) of an advent civil society in which human work further 
advances toward purposeful self-development social identity?  
 

Conferees considering relevant forms of long-term socio-economic change will explore future 

adjustment ordeals, and synthesize their knowledge on the principles, possibilities, and means 

for enhancing the main economic and social institutions for progressive human development.  
 

Trying to communicate the shift in human economic work is not a simple process. It is subtle to 

convey something that is long-term and gradual until it’s not. It is proposed participants reckon 

a significant, intricate, controversy in a credible way. Awaited are farsighted principles (norms) 

and properties for reconceptualizing meaningful/purposeful working lives and human daily 

existence in a co-mingled civil society with numerous autonomous operatives. What is the 

culture of human activity amidst omnipresent autonomous productive resources? What 

conceptual re-ordering awaits in democratic capitalist economic and social institutions?  
 

 
 

                                                      
1 European Pillar of Social Rights (March 2016) aims to define the basic principles to promote fair and well-functioning labor markets. Social Summit for 
fair jobs and growth in Gothenburg, Sweden.  
 


